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Reading Guide 
This manual is intended for existing, new and potential users of F2 Participant types. It contains a short introduction and a general description of the functionality and configuration of F2 Participant types. 
Commands (i.e. the buttons you click) are displayed in bold. Field or list references are made using “quotation marks”.  
When referring to other documentation, this is indicated in italics. 
The manual features a number of screenshots to help you easily find the described functions. Screenshots with lines and associated text show you where to click in F2. An area framed by a blue line identifies an area with several functions. 
Enjoy! 
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Introduction to Participant types 
F2 Participant types is used to assign participant types to external parties, users and units in F2. 
Participant types are especially used in connection with acquisition modules F2 Merge module and F2 Task guide, where participant types are used to automatically generate, for example, emails and documents, thereby merging correct information into an automatically generated document. 
Each record and case have an option for assigning a participant type to external parties of the record or case. As a result of this, one and the same person can appear with a different participant type in each record or case depending on the context. Units and users may also appear with different participant types depending on the context of the case in question. 
 
 
 
Each individual organisation decides which participant types it would like to use in its F2 system. Participant types must be created by an F2 administrator. Participant types can hence be defined on the basis of specific working procedures of an organisation. 
This user manual describes how to create participant types and assign them to external parties, users and units, respectively. 
For further information about how to use participant types in connection with merging, see F2 Merge module – User manual. 
For further information about how to use participant types in connection with case guides, see F2 Task guide – TaskGuideEditor. 

Note: Only external parties can be assigned a participant type in the record.  
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Creating Participant types 
Participant types created by a user with either administrator or business administrator rights as follows: 
Click the menu item Participant types under the tab “Administrator”.  

 
Figure 1: Menu item ”Participant types” 

By clicking “Participant types”, the dialogue on the right where participant types are created, activated and deactivated, will open. 
The dialogue contains an overview of all existing participant types. To create a new participant type, click New and then name it. 
The naming of participant types is unique which is why participant types with the same title cannot be created. If you try to do so, F2 will inform you that a participant type with that title already exists. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Participant types 

Note: The rule above also applies to inactive participant types. You cannot create a participant type with the same title as an inactive participant type.  

Figure 2: Dialogue ”Participant types” 
Create new participant type 
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Before you click OK to save the new participant type, you can click Delete new. This is the only time where you can delete a participant type. As soon as you click OK the participant type will be saved. After this you will not be able to delete a participant type because it might be in use by one or several parties. It can only be deactivated. 
When a participant type is created you are still able to edit the participant title by clicking the participant type. The participant type is highlighted in blue and you can then change the title by starting to type.  

 
 
 
 
Deactivating/activating participant types 
A participant type in the list of participant types can either be active or inactive and they will show up in the participant type list. An active participant type in a record can only be assigned to external participant, see the section Place participant type on a records extern participants. An active participant type on a case can be assigned to external parties, units and/or users.  
An inactive participant type appears in the list of participant types which can be opened by clicking Participant types on the administrator tab. An inactive participant type is marked in italics and has a grey title.  
When a participant type is deactivated, it can no longer be selected when assigning a participant type. External parties, units and/or users who have been assigned the deactivated participant type on a case and/or record will still have this participant type just like all merging based on this participant type remains functional.  
 
 
 

Note: If you rename a participant type, all templates where the participant type in question is used as a merge field will be affected. These templates must therefore be updated with the changed participant type.  

Note: Active participant types can be deactivated but they cannot be deleted. This is so because a participant type might still be in use by external parties, units and/or users in the system.  

Figure 3: Creating a new participant type 

Delete new participant 
type 

Save new participant type 
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A participant type is deactivated by marking the participant type you wish to deactivate and then clicking Deactivate. 
 

 
When a participant type is deactivated, the colour of the participant type’s name turns grey and is written in italics as shown in the figure. This indicates that the participant type is now inactive. 

 

Figure 4: Deactivating a participant type 

Deactivate participant type 

Figure 5: Inactive parties are highlighted in grey and written in italics 
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To activate an inactive participant type again, highlight the inactive participant type and then click Activate.  
The participant type is now active again and can be placed on an external participant, units and/or users in a record and/or case. 

 

Placing a participant type in the external parties of a record 
By clicking Show more fields in a record, the metadata field “Record parties” will appear. Here are added the record related external parties. Participant types are assigned to these external parties.  
 
 
To assign a participant type to an external party click Edit, then right-click the external party in the metadata field “Record parties” as shown below.  

 

Figure 6: Activate participant type 
Activate participant type 

Figure 7: Metadata field ”Record parties” 

Edit  

The records extern parties 

Note: Participant types can only be assigned to external parties who are created in F2’s participant register. 
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Click Properties for [the party’s name] to open the dialogue “Properties for the participant…”.  
In this dialogue you select the participant type by clicking the drop-down menu in the field “Party type” to get a list of available participant types.  

 
The drop-down menu contains exactly the same participant types as if you were to assign a participant type to a party on a case. Choose a participant type and click OK. Finally, save the record by clicking Save. Only when the record has been saved will the participant type be added to the external participant.  
When participant types have been assigned to all external parties in the record, the participant types can be used for merging information. For further information, see F2 Merge module – User manual. 

Figure 8: Indication of party type for the records participant 

The field “Party type”  
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Assigning participant types to case parties 
When you click Show more fields in the case metadata, an extended metadata field will appear with a field called “Case parties”. All external parties, units and/or users related to the case are indicated here. A participant type can be assigned to these parties. 

 
To assign a participant type to case parties, follow the procedure below.  
To edit the case, click Edit. Continue by clicking Participant types in the case window ribbon. 

 
Figure 10: Participant types on the case 

Click Participant types once again in the drop-down menu to open the dialogue as shown in the figure below. 

Edit mode  Participant types 

Figure 9: The metadata field ”Case parties” 
Case parties 
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Figure 11: Choosing a participant type  

In this dialogue, select the parties you wish to assign a participant type by clicking the checkbox to the left of their name. Click the field in the column “Participant type” to open the drop down-menu and select the predefined participant type you wish to assign to the highlighted party. 
Follow the same procedure until all parties have been granted a participant type. Finish by clicking OK. The parties have now been assigned a participant type but these are not saved until you save the case itself. 
 
  
External parties are assigned a participant type through the dialogue “Participant types” or by right-clicking the function “Properties for [the party’s name]” where the procedure is similar to the procedure in the record. The last mentioned function is described below. 
Edit the case by clicking Edit. In the field “Case parties” mark an external party and right-click the party. A drop-down menu opens in which you click Properties for [the party’s name]. 

 
 

Figure 12: Properties for Anders Andersen 

Note: Internal units and users can only be assigned a participant type if the dialogue “Participant types” in the case window ribbon is used.  

Edit 

External party 
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A dialogue opens. Click the arrow in the field “Party type” (participant type). A drop-down menu unfolds with the same participant types as in the menu item “Participant types” in the ribbon. Select the relevant participant type and click OK as demonstrated in the figure below. 

 
Figure 13: Selecting participant type for the external party of the record 

The party has now been assigned a party type (participant type) and the same procedure is repeated until all external parties have been assigned a participant type. As mentioned earlier, the participant types for the parties are not saved until the case itself is saved. Therefore, finish by saving the case. 
When the external parties, units and/or users on the case have been assigned a participant type, these participant types can be used to merge information. For more information regarding this, see F2 Merge module – User manual. 

 

Select party type  

Note: External parties, units and/or users may have different participant types on different cases. For example, a party may be stated as a Lawyer on one case and as a Case leader on another case. A participant type thus only describes a party’s connection to a certain record and/or case. It is only the relation, which is assigned to a type, and does therefore not affect the party in the F2 participant register. 
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